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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Technical  tools  and  techno-centric  methods  used  for energy  resource  management  and  policy  planning
and  development  can  miss  important  social  and  cultural  factors.  This can  in turn  result  in a failure
to  recognize  potential  barriers  and  opportunities  for energy  and  resource  development  in  culturally
diverse  communities.  Given  the complexity  of  socio-technical  energy  systems,  multidisciplinary  analysis
approaches  are  needed  to  ensure  that  modeling  exercises  more  accurately  represent  real  phenomena  and
outcomes  of value.  This  paper  describes  the results  of a  public  elicitation  effort  to  gather  information  about
stakeholder  views  and  concerns  related  to energy  development  in  the  Navajo  Nation,  the largest  Ameri-
can  Indian  group  in the  United  States.  Our results  show  that  the  potential  for  economic  gain  from  energy
resource  development  does  not  alleviate  concern  about  environmental  impacts,  despite  high  poverty  andlectriﬁcation unemployment  on  the  reservation.  Participants  placed  signiﬁcant  importance  on environmental  preser-
vation,  not  only  for the  viability  of future  generations,  but also  for  transmission  of culture  and  identity
that  supports  stewardship  of  the  environment.  Future  work  will  use  the results  of  this  project  to  develop
a  survey  that  can  be  more  broadly  deployed  across  the  Navajo  Nation,  and to  develop  a decision-support
tool that  links  techno-economic  energy  models  with  socio-cultural  attributes.
©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC BY-NC-ND
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d. Introduction
Assessing the implications and tradeoffs of different energy
echnologies, policies, and development pathways requires a deep
nderstanding of their effects locally and globally. The effects of
hese decisions are often complex and require knowledge of both
echnical and societal outcomes. Given this complexity, multidisci-
linary methods are required to ensure that technical decision tools
sed for energy resource management more accurately represent
oth energy systems and the societies they serve.
While technical tools can aid in understanding the tradeoffs
etween resources, technology, and prices, they are less able to
ncorporate human factors such as cultural, spiritual and ethical
alues in their formulation [1–3]. For example, optimization tools
or energy resource management (e.g., MARKAL) generally rely
n technical supply curves to model resource availability and
nd-use demand forecasts [4]. These technical datasets, however,
gnore resource constraints that may  exist as a result of cultural
alues. For example, while a supply curve includes resources
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 401 935 8074.
E-mail address: lnecefer@andrew.cmu.edu (L. Necefer).
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hat are economically recoverable, these resources may  in fact be
navailable if they are located in lands that are considered sacred
o the community that owns them. In addition, techno-centric
pproaches can miss cultural and social values that can inﬂuence
ndividual choices about energy use such as resistance to certain
ypes of technology and changing levels of energy consumption
2,3]. By determining how cultural values relate to energy use
nd impacts, we  can better understand how these perspectives
nform preferences about energy resources and thus hopefully
evelop technical tools more reﬂective of the decision makers and
takeholders they hope to inform.
Increasingly more attention is being paid to understanding the
alue of using culturally based knowledge in the evaluation and
anagement of natural systems [5–8,50]. For example, culturally
ased environmental health indicators of freshwater systems,
erived from Maori knowledge of the local environment, were
ound to provide cost-effective, accurate, and accessible methods
f environmental monitoring for communities [9]. When coupled
ith scientiﬁc methods of environmental testing, such approaches
an enable a broader, more complete worldview on environmental
anagement. Indeed, indigenous people have developed holistic
nowledge of the land and ecosystems in which they live that can
ontribute to environmentally sustainable development practices
der the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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7,10,51]. This knowledge “can offer many modern societies
any lessons in the management of resources in complex . . .
cosystems” 11:12. While there has been signiﬁcant work done to
nderstand knowledge relating to management of environmental
ystems [12–14], there has been very little done in understanding
ow cultural knowledge and values can inform approaches to
nergy resource management.
As many tribal governments look toward developing techni-
al tools for decision making regarding energy resources, it will
e important for these tools to incorporate human factors and cul-
ural values to ensure more effective decision making. The failure to
cknowledge and incorporate these culturally informed values and
eliefs in decision making has led to numerous instances in which
ell intentioned projects operated by non-indigenous entities
nd governments failed to be successful or sustainable, and even
orse, caused long-lasting damages to communities [15,52,53].
or indigenous communities, improving decision-making means
mproving decision frameworks that reﬂect community values and
reate community ownership over natural resources. More broadly,
esearch into indigenous knowledge with respect to energy sys-
ems has the potential to improve existing frameworks of energy
esource management beyond the scope of indigenous communi-
ies. The incorporation of indigenous knowledge can offer societies
ifferent perspectives on the management of resources in complex
cosystems, often enabling more effective management decisions
11,51].
In this paper we aim to further human-centered research meth-
ds in supporting technical decision making by more accurately
nderstanding how cultural values can inform the formation of
echnical decision tools for energy resource management through
he design and implementation of a public/stakeholder elicita-
ion protocol of members of the Navajo Nation. The elicitation
ocuses on understanding Navajo peoples’ beliefs regarding tech-
ical dimensions of energy development, as well as their values
egarding different economic, social, governance, environmental,
nd spiritual outcomes. This paper provides an analysis of com-
unity values, beliefs, and knowledge to aid in the development
f technical energy resource management tools. The focus on
he Navajo Nation has broader implications for other indigenous
ommunities, and others within developing nations that similarly
xperience high levels of economic and energy poverty [54]. Given
he Navajo Nation’s signiﬁcant energy resources, development of
hem has been proposed as a means of addressing both economic
nd energy poverty. However, these prescriptive approaches do not
ecessarily incorporate and embrace cultural values and beliefs;
he exclusion of these values and beliefs from formal tools and
ethods for decision support make these approaches less relevant,
ffective, and meaningful [16–19].
.1. Context of energy resource development on the Navajo
ation
Many American Indian tribes, including the Navajo, have expe-
ienced a tumultuous history of energy development on their lands.
etermined and managed primarily by outsiders, many argue that
his development has been unreﬂective of native cultural values,
hich maintain that ecological systems are sacred and founda-
ional to the integrity of social systems [5,16–23]. Consequently,
ast energy development on the Navajo Nation has left a legacy
f long-lasting ecological damage, adverse health effects, and pro-
ound feelings of helplessness and violation among tribal citizens
ue to the nature of the exploitation of their lands [21–23].
In recent years federal policy has changed to grant tribes greater
utonomy over management of their natural resources. Measures
ave been taken to expedite the development of energy resources
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n American Indian lands with the dual objectives of economic
evelopment and self-determination [24]. For example, in 2005
he U.S. Congress passed the Indian Tribal Energy Development and
elf-Determination Act, allowing tribal governments to lease and
evelop energy resources on tribal lands without ﬁnal approval
rom the U.S. Department of the Interior [24]. Tribal governments,
ncluding the Navajo Tribal Council, increasingly view the devel-
pment of their rich energy resources by and for the beneﬁt of the
ribes as an important expression of true self-determination [20].
hese governments now face a conundrum in managing energy
evelopment: continue with the status quo development that is
nreﬂective of cultural values but has provided some economic
eneﬁt for the tribal government, or advance a new energy devel-
pment paradigm more reﬂective of cultural values while ensuring
ositive economic outcomes.
Previous work suggests that successful energy resource devel-
pment on American Indian lands cannot be isolated from the
ultural context in which it exists, and that communal con-
erns should come ﬁrst (e.g., environmental protection, cultural
ntegrity), while other metrics such as economic efﬁciency may
ome second [25]. Furthermore, history suggests that, if not sup-
orted by the public, energy projects on tribal lands can face many
bstacles to their successful implementation and long-term viabil-
ty. For example, the proposed 1500 MW Desert Rock Power Plant
hat promised to provide 600 long-term jobs and approximately
50 million in annual revenue for the Navajo Nation, failed dramati-
ally due to strong local opposition [26]. Points of conﬂict included:
ressure from the Navajo Nation Government on grazing-rights
olders to sign over their land leases, increased air pollution from
 third power plant in the region, and concerns about long-lasting
mpacts on land and water resources from coal mining [27,28].
hus it is important to note that the “success” of energy devel-
pment projects for American Indian nations is not only measured
y employment and revenue. It is also equally measured by the ful-
llment of political and social sovereignty, cultural protection, and
rotection of the environment [20].
A new energy development paradigm that includes commu-
ity input to be reﬂective of cultural values could promote public
cceptance and thus the long-term viability of energy projects
n tribal lands resulting in much-needed economic development.
his paradigm would also support tribes’ goals of self-sufﬁciency,
elf-determination, and political sovereignty [17–19,29]. Finally,
articipatory processes of resource management have additional
erits as the very process of identifying cultural values can reveal
ndigenous knowledge that may  provide valuable insights into how
o manage energy resources in more sustainable ways.
Developing a new paradigm of technical energy resource man-
gement decision tools that better reﬂects cultural values and other
ocial constraints requires understanding the knowledge, interests,
nd values of the public on issues of energy and the environment.
oward this goal, this paper presents the results of interviews con-
ucted with Navajo citizens, from a broad range of backgrounds, on
heir beliefs regarding the technical dimensions of energy develop-
ent and their values in terms of economic, social, environmental,
overnance, and spiritual outcomes for their community and their
and with respect to energy resource management decisions. To
nvestigate Navajo views on energy development, we developed a
emi-structured interview protocol, in English, covering ﬁve topics:
1) Navajo cultural values and issues of concern, (2) economy and
nergy projects, (3) environment and energy projects, (4) trust and
nergy projects, and (5) an energy project case study: the Desert
ock Power Plant. The semi-structured interview protocol ensures
onsistency between interviews allowing participants to be asked
he same questions [30]. In addition, the semi-structured inter-
iew protocol has been demonstrated to be an effective method
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or documenting traditional ecological knowledge in indigenous
ommunities [31,32].
With topic (1), we aimed to characterize how energy resources
elate to Navajo cultural values and issues of concern. Energy
rojects on the Navajo Nation have been promoted as a source of
conomic development through employment and increased rev-
nue thus through topic (2) we aimed to assess how these goals ﬁt
nto the values and concerns of the Navajo public. Given the sig-
iﬁcant role the environment plays in Navajo culture [33], with
opic (3) we  sought to assess how values regarding the environ-
ent might inform the selection of energy projects on the Navajo
ation. In topic (4) we aimed to assess respondents’ views of differ-
nt groups who have a signiﬁcant role in energy development and
anagement on the Navajo Nation, as information that originates
rom these groups can be interpreted according to their perceived
rustworthiness. Finally, topic (5) assessed how views expressed
rom topics (1–4) translate into stakeholders’ views about the failed
esert Rock Coal Power Plant near Burnham, NM.  The ﬁrst sec-
ion of this paper describes the materials and methods used for the
nterviews; it is followed by results, then discussion, and a brief
onclusion.
. Materials and methods
.1. Interview protocol
Navajo values and issues of concern. After a brief introduction, we
sked participants to describe where on the Navajo Nation they are
rom and how they feel about that place. We  then asked what they
value most” about being a member of their current community,
s well as what they believe others in their community value. We
hen asked participants to consider and rank order ﬂashcards with
ssues important to Navajo stakeholders related to energy devel-
pment. These options had been previously identiﬁed through a
iterature review and further deﬁned after pre-testing the protocol
ith seven Navajo volunteers [34,35]. The issues presented on the
ashcards included: water, employment, environment, energy,
ultural continuity (Navajo culture will continue to exist), political
overeignty (Navajo Nation will govern itself), and other (partic-
pant identiﬁed additional issue). The ranking ranged between 1
or the most important issue and 7 for the least important one
see Table S1). Following the Think Aloud Protocol [36], we also
sked participants to describe what they were thinking, feeling,
nd doing while providing a working deﬁnition of what each issue
eant to them as a member of their community.
Economy and energy projects. Next, we asked participants to
escribe how they use energy (such as electricity, propane, diesel,
nd gasoline) in their daily lives and where they thought this energy
ame from. We  then asked about their views on energy projects
e.g., coal mining, coal power generation, oil and gas drilling,
enewable energy) on the Nation as a whole and if they believed
hese types of projects produced jobs and revenue that beneﬁted
he Navajo people.
Environment and energy projects. We  then asked participants
bout their thoughts on possible impacts from having energy
rojects on the reservation. First we asked about their views
egarding land use impacts, their views on land remediation, and
ow Diné (Navajo) cultural teachings suggest people should relate
o the land. Next we asked about their views on the effects of pol-
ution and air emissions on soil, water, and air. Finally we  asked
bout their views in respect to the amount of water used by various
ypes of energy development projects (e.g., coal mining and power
eneration, oil and gas operations, solar and wind installations).
Trust and energy projects. We  asked participants about their
iews of the various energy-related stakeholders on the Nation,
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ncluding the Navajo Nation Government, state (Arizona, New
exico, and Utah) and federal governments, Navajo environmental
on-governmental organizations (e.g., Black Mesa Water Coalition,
iné Care, etc.), and outside companies that operate on or near
he Navajo Nation (e.g., Arizona Public Services, Peabody Western
oal Company, Resolute Oil and Gas etc.). We also asked if any of
hese stakeholders had ever provided them with information about
nergy projects or their impacts.
Energy project case study: Desert Rock Power Plant. Finally, we
sked participants if they knew of any proposed energy project that
as not built. For those who mentioned the Desert Rock Power
lant, we continued with questions about the project. For those
ho had not, we provided a brief description of what the project
as – a coal power plant near Burnham, New Mexico – and we
entioned that there was  opposition. We  then asked why  they
hought this plant was  not built and if this plant should have been
uilt. Participants were further asked if they or their families would
ave been affected, in any way, by the construction and operation of
his plant. Finally we asked participants if they thought the Navajo
ation should consider another project like it.
At the end of the interview, we asked participants standard
emographic questions, and questions about chapter afﬁliation,
articipation in traditional medicinal practices, if they or their fam-
ly owned grazing rights, and if they or someone in their family
orked in the energy industry. The protocol was pretested in April
nd May  of 2012 with ten volunteers, seven from the Navajo Nation
nd three from Carnegie Mellon University. The complete inter-
iew protocol can be found in Supplemental Material. The ﬁnal
nterviews took place between June and July 2013.
.2. Participants
We  recruited 20 Navajo individuals in Shiprock, NM,  Farm-
ngton, NM,  and Littlewater, NM,  and Aneth, UT using snowball
ampling methods [37]. We  ﬁrst contacted seven individuals, rep-
esenting a range of social and economic backgrounds, known to
he ﬁrst author of this paper through acquaintances from previ-
us work in communities. After we  interviewed these individuals,
e asked them to recommend others who might be interested
n participating in our study. Of the 20 participants, 55% were
emale. Most participants were between the ages of 25 and 54
45%), followed by those over the age of 55 (30%), and then by those
etween the ages of 18 and 24 (25%). Our participants represented
iverse occupations, with four working in the energy industry, two
eporting Hatałii (Traditional Medicine Healers) as their primary
mployment, two working at the Indian Health Service, one work-
ng as an elected Navajo government ofﬁcial, one working at an
nvironmental NGO, four educators, three students, and two who
dentiﬁed as unemployed. Participants were also diverse in where
hey lived, with individuals from Shiprock, NM,  Aneth, UT, Red Val-
ey, AZ, Two  Grey Hills, NM,  Burnham, NM,  Littlewater, NM,  and
armington, NM.
. Analyses
.1. Coding
We  performed a content analysis of the data, using an open
oding method in which two coders worked independently to
dentify patterns within each of the ﬁve sections of the interview
rotocol. After two  rounds of coding a few of the interviews, the
oders together developed a “master” coding list (Table S2). They
hen coded the rest of the interviews. An evaluation of inter-rater
eliability found high agreement (85.5%) between the coders (see
4 L. Necefer et al. / Energy Research &
Table  1
Total mentions of all codes organized by category.
Category and code Total
mentions
%
Participants
Health, Environment, & Water 71
Drought & water scarcity 35 80%
Climate & environmental change 25 75%
Resource depletion 11 35%
Navajo Culture & Cultural Resources 260
1  – Values
Navajo culture & cultural resources 102 100%
Protection of environment & water 50 90%
Concern for future generations 21 50%
Rural character 19 65%
Sovereignty & political sovereignty 17 45%
Education 12 40%
Conservation 7 20%
2  – Diné Teachings
Hózhó–K’éa 39 75%
Human Concerns, Wants, & Needs 266
1  – Access to running water & electricity
No running water 20 60%
No electricity 10 35%
2  – Employment
Energy Projects 46 80%
Employment – Navajo 10 40%
Energy Resource Choice & Associated Impacts 424
1  – Energy Resources
Non-renewable resources 138 100%
Renewable resources 34 85%
2  – Energy Resource Impacts
Concern for health & environment 180 100%
Concern about land & water use 68 90%
Pollution – Inevitable 4 20%
3  – Non-Navajo Companies
Impacts on health & environment 29 65%
a In Navajo cultural worldview, Hózhó is understood to be the concept of main-
taining a balanced relationship with the natural world and K’é describes the many
interconnected relationships that exists in the universe. In this context, it is used
to  describe the interconnected relationship between humans and the environment
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dnd the duty of humans to maintain a balanced relationship with the environment
Farella, 1984).
upplemental Material). Participants could mention codes more
han once due to the open-ended protocol. For example, the code
ural Character has a total of 19 mentions with 65% of participants
entioning this code, three of whom mentioned this code more
han once (Table 1).
. Results
.1. Navajo values and issues of concern
Participants most frequently mentioned Navajo culture or cul-
ural resources (88 mentions, 100% of participants), and protection
f environment and water (50 mentions, 90% of participants) when
sked to describe what they “value most” about being a member of
heir community. Culture and environment were often mentioned
ogether:
“I think the environment is very, it’s open, I enjoy the scenery
of the different types of vegetation that’s available, the live-
stock . . . and just the, I guess the traditional side of the
homestead. . .the traditional teachings in regards to practition-
ers [Hatałii – Traditional Medicine People] that come from
the area as well as the weaving side as well as the diverse
backgrounds of individuals coming from traditional versus the
modern or western side of education” (Participant 7).
Participants brought up other values including concern for
uture generations (17 mentions, 50% of participants), maintaining Social Science 7 (2015) 1–11
ural character (16 mentions, 55% of participants), education (11
entions, 40% of participants), sovereignty (11 mentions, 45% of
articipants), and conservation (7 mentions, 20% of participants).
hen describing these values, participants often talked about Diné
eachings (Hózhó and K’é), explaining how such teachings guide the
ay that humans should relate to the natural world and each other.
When asked to rank order the value ﬂashcards (Table 2), par-
icipants ranked environment (ENV), water (H2O), and cultural
ontinuity (CUL) as being the most important to them and their
ommunity. Concerns about political sovereignty (SOV), energy
NRG), and employment (EMP) followed in order of importance.
uring this ranking exercise, participants also mentioned values
uch as education, family, and self-sufﬁciency.
.2. Economy and energy impacts
When asked how they used energy in their daily lives, partici-
ants reported using either coal (12 mentions – 50% of participants)
r wood (14 mentions – 65% of participants) to heat their homes.
articipants also mentioned using either gasoline or diesel for
ransportation (16 mentions – 75% of participants). Many par-
icipants mentioned the location of the gas station where they
egularly purchased gasoline, although most did not know where
he gasoline came from prior to being delivered. Some participants
lso mentioned the importance of purchasing gasoline from sta-
ions on the reservation so that the tax revenue went to the Navajo
ation.
When we  discussed electricity use, participants reported using
t for electronic appliances (e.g., television, computers, radios),
efrigerators, washing machines, and water heaters. Participants
eported purchasing their electricity from the Navajo Tribal Util-
ty Authority (NTUA) and other utilities that serve regions near the
eservation (16 mentions – 80% of participants). However, most
articipants were not aware of where the electricity was  generated
r its source, although some correctly mentioned that NTUA pur-
hased power from an Arizona utility and that it did not directly
ome from the power plants near the Four Corners region. Some
articipants mentioned having lived without electricity (currently
r at some point during their lives) (8 mentions – 20% of partici-
ants).
When asked whether they used propane or natural gas, many
f those living in urban areas of the Navajo Nation used natu-
al gas (6 mentions – 30% of participants), while those living in
maller communities or in remote regions used propane (19 men-
ions – 65% of participants). Participants spoke about using both of
hese resources for cooking, water heating, and, in a few instances,
upplementing stove heating with it. Interviewees mentioned pur-
hasing propane from gas stations, trading posts, and distributors
n and off the Navajo Nation. Most did not know where the propane
nd natural gas were produced or processed. One oil and gas worker
entioned that it was  pumped from the ground.
Views on the contribution of the development of energy
esources to job creation on the Nation were mixed. Half of the
articipants reported that it increased employment (10 mentions
 50% of the participants) and some thought it decreased employ-
ent (5 mentions – 25% of participants), whereas some thought
t contributed no more and no less to employment (5 mentions
 25% of participants). Some participants expressed concern over
ow working in the energy industry pulled people away from “tra-
itional values”:“As people came into these good paying jobs and all of the
convenience that came with it there was also a, a transition
away from the cultural considerations such as the adherence
to respect the Mother Earth and I think that the families that
L. Necefer et al. / Energy Research & Social Science 7 (2015) 1–11 5
Table  2
Frequency of rank order of importance using ﬂashcards with topics related to energy resource management, including environment (ENV), water (H2O), cultural continuity
(CUL),  political sovereignty (SOV), energy (NRG) and others (ETC).
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ethese, many of these families that migrated away from the tra-
ditional lifestyle, their lifestyle has changed to the extent that
they became more attuned to the big world out there as opposed
to the . . . the traditional lifestyle so to speak” (Participant 17).
Others expressed concern about how working in the industry
as “bittersweet” in that it has brought employment but also con-
ributes to environmental degradation: “Yeah, I do have a problem
ith how they’re using land and water, but I also see that peo-
le have jobs because of it” (Participant 9). Still others expressed
onﬂicted feelings about how working in the industry also con-
ributes to adverse health impacts, “The power plant, that’s really
he only job for our people here, which is also affecting their lives
t this point . . . from Black Lung. People are having trouble with
heir lungs, respiratory and so on” (Participant 4).
.3. Environment and energy projects
In general, all participants were concerned about environmental
mpacts and consequent ill-health effects due to the develop-
ent of energy resources (160 mentions – 100% of participants).
any attributed these impacts to the historic development of non-
enewable resources (coal, uranium, oil and natural gas) on the
avajo Nation (147 mentions – 100% of participants), with some
xpressing the view that these impacts should preclude the future
evelopment of fossil fuel resources. With respect to the impacts
n scarce water resources and grazing lands used for livestock,
articipants expressed concerns about both renewable resources
 “I think a lot of folks probably at ﬁrst would get angry about
aving solar farms covering lots of land” (Participant 8) – and non-
enewable resources: “Peabody Coal Company that is pumping
ater through the slurry line to Page and all that. Lots of water
oving the coal to Page, so that’s probably what depleted the
ater table and all of that. So there is no more” (Participant 19)
65 mentions – 95% of participants).
As for land remediation, some participants viewed it as being
ositive with the possibility of returning land to its original state
6 mentions – 30% of participants), but many expressed doubt and
oncern about whether remediation was truly feasible (15 men-
ions – 70% of participants), “You can do a cover up and make it look
ood for the people, but you can’t cover up the effects” (Participant
0). Some expressed concern about lingering contamination from
on-renewable resources such as coal, uranium, oil, and natural
as projects and pollution that would remain on the land making
t unusable. Others expressed concern about the impacts of water
ollution on their livestock, as well as on the quantity of water
vailable (4 mentions, 20% of participants).
With respect to pollutant emissions and natural resource degra-
ation and depletion, participants most often mentioned drought
4
pnd water scarcity (35 mentions, 80% of participants): “Well water
f course is important to many aspects of life. And using water in
hat area is probably not the greatest idea due to the fact that right
ow the Navajo Nation has been experiencing drought” (Partici-
ant 7); climate and environmental change (28 mentions, 80% of
articipants), “there’s not the type of ﬂora that I saw when I was
oung. . .pollution is at least partly responsible for [these] negative
onsequences” (Participant 17); and resource depletion (11 men-
ions, 25% of participants), “eventually all our resources are going to
ome to their end – very, very soon, whether people want to believe
t or not” (Participant 20). Some saw pollution as “inevitable” (4
entions, 20% of participants) as one person remarked about the
urity of water, “Even the 100% [pure] water will be contaminated
ith something.  . .it has to be contaminated, it can’t be pure. . .you
an’t have a pure, pure, pure thing” (Participant 20). Many linked
ollution and emissions to health problems such as cancer from
ast uranium mining and respiratory illnesses such as asthma,
ronchitis, cancer, and respiratory infections from coal power gen-
ration (160 mentions, 100% of participants).
On balance, most participants supported using land for the
evelopment of renewable energy (15 mentions – 75% of partici-
ants), while only a few supported development of non-renewable
nergy (coal, oil, and natural gas) (4 mentions – 20% of participants).
oreover, water use was less of a concern for renewable energy (10
entions – 50% participants) than for non-renewable resources (14
entions – 60% participants). In many cases participants described
he land and water impacts of oil and gas extraction, coal mining,
nd uranium mining on the Navajo Nation. Water seemed to be of
articular importance, with participants describing its role in the
nterconnectedness between humans and nature in Diné teachings:
“Well they say that the water it’s just like us, that’s what my
grandpa said. It has eyes, it has ears, it has everything we have–it
has arms and legs. So you can’t mistreat it, you can’t waste it”
(Participant 14).
A bivariate analysis was  conducted to look at the associa-
ion between the frequencies of mentions between the variables
codes). We  found that codes that fall under Navajo Culture &
ultural Resources, Human Concerns, Wants & Needs, and Energy
esource Choice & Associated Impacts were highly correlated with
ach other suggesting that these concepts are related to each other
or our participants. However, the variables (codes) within the cate-
ory of Health, Environment & Water were slightly correlated with
ach, suggesting a weaker relationship for our participants..4. Trust and energy projects
Table 3 summarizes the participants’ responses regarding their
erception of organizations involved in energy issues on the Navajo
6 L. Necefer et al. / Energy Research & Social Science 7 (2015) 1–11
Table  3
Coding frequency on views of stakeholder groups in Navajo energy development.
Category and code Total mentions % Participants
Stakeholder Groups 228
1  – Navajo Nation Government
Corruption-Trust-Transparency 45 85%
Decisions not reﬂective of community 40 70%
Revenue 30 70%
Values inconsistent with community 28 65%
Values consistent with community 10 40%
Decisions reﬂective of community 1 5%
2 – Non-Navajo Companies
Values inconsistent with community 30 65%
Impacts on health & environment 29 65%
Values consistent with community 3 15%
3 – Environmental NGOS
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Table 4
Views on the Desert Rock Power Plant.
Category and code Total Mentions % of Participants
Code
Opposition 28 70%
Coal Power Plant 11 40%
Agriculture/Livestock 9 35%
Did  not know 6 30%
Questions about the project “Yes” “No”
Did you know about this plant? 75% 25%
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and practices. Indeed, many feel that the Government does notValues consistent with community 12 45%
Values inconsistent with community 0 0%
ation. Participants expressed mixed views about the central
avajo Nation government. Most perceived a signiﬁcant lack of
ransparency and trust due to corruption in government (45 men-
ions – 85% of participants). Many also thought the decisions the
avajo Nation government makes are not reﬂective of the com-
unity (33 mentions – 40% of participants). Furthermore, the
overnment’s values are not consistent with the Navajo peoples’,
peciﬁcally those values related to Diné teachings (28 mentions
5% of participants): “Very rarely I would say [they consider Diné
eachings]” (Participant 12). Only a few felt differently, expressing
he view that decisions were reﬂective (1 mention – 5% of par-
icipants) and values consistent with those of the community (3
entions 15% of participants). Indeed, most expressed the view
hat the central Navajo government’s main motivation for pursuing
nergy development projects was the revenue these could gener-
te through the sale of energy to nearby or national markets (30
entions – 70% of participants), with little regard for its impacts
n the community:
“They don’t think about how it’s going to affect the environment,
the water, how much pollution and, you know, mercury and
all that stuff it’s going to put into the air. They just think about
creating energy for people way on the other side of the country”
(Participant 12).
By and large, participants were unfamiliar with the various gov-
rnment agencies that play a role in energy development on the
avajo Nation. With the exception of one elected ofﬁcial, partic-
pants were not aware of the role that these entities played in
nergy development on the Navajo Nation, and had views that were
either positive nor negative on this topic.
About half of the participants were familiar with the environ-
ental NGOs operating on the Navajo Nation (10 people – 50% of
articipants). Many of these participants expressed the conviction
hat these groups share their values (10 mentions – 50% of par-
icipants), as well as provide important information to the Navajo
eople about “environmental and health impacts” (Participant 17).
hey also perceived NGOs to be serving an important role in help-
ng the Navajo people “voice their concerns and issues” (Participant
7).
Similar to those views expressed about the central Navajo gov-
rnment, many saw the values of the energy companies operating
n the Navajo Nation as being inconsistent with those of the Navajo
eople (30 mentions – 65% of participants). Participants blamed
hese companies for past and present damage to the environment
nd resulting impacts on the health of nearby communities as
 result (29 mentions – 65% of participants). People often men-
ioned the impacts that coal and uranium mining and oil and gas
m
p
pPlant should have been built? 25% 75%
Should consider another like it? 25% 75%
roduction have had on the land and the health of the Navajo
eople, as well as the long-lasting legacy of the industry helping
nly a few and not the many, “you know, they brought poverty
nto our community, you know, I always remember that every
ime I work with kids [at my  school]” (Participant 10). However,
here were some who felt that companies shared the values and
nterests of the community (3 mentions – 15% participants). This
as especially true for those employed in the energy industry,
A lot of them are pretty fair to the workers, believe it or not, I
ersonally think they’re fair” (Participant 20).
.5. Energy project case study: Desert Rock Power Plant
Most of the participants were knowledgeable about the pro-
osed Desert Rock Power Plant (Table 4) (15 people – 75% of
articipants), and many were aware that there was local opposi-
ion to this project (28 mentions – 75% of participants). A small
ajority of participants thought that it should not have been built
15 people – 75% of participants), with people explaining that it
ould have worsened already poor air quality in the Four Corners
egion: “Like Desert Rock, I was against it. Because of this pollu-
ion” (Participant 19); reduced water quality and quantity, “water
se would have been a big one. Others . . . pollution maybe not
irectly toward us but maybe future generations” (Participant 1);
nd harm grazing land, “And then land usage for, speciﬁcally the
amilies who lived down in the area. I think their concern was, we
lready have so much land there. Where are we going to take our
attle?” (Participant 7). Some also expressed concern about health
mpacts on communities, “We  couldn’t afford to have any more
ower plants. We  can’t. I have respiratory problems, my  son has
espiratory problems, [and] my  daughter in-law has respiratory
roblems” (Participant 15). However, some did think that it should
ave been built (5 people – 25% of participants) as it “would [have]
reate[d] more jobs” (Participant 17).
. Discussion
Several thematic patterns emerge from the interview data that
ave implications for energy development on the Nation. These
re: (a) heterogeneity among Navajo in values, beliefs, and trust
b) views on the relationship between intergenerational equity,
ustainability and Hózhó–K’é [the interconnected relationships
etween humans and the natural world [33]], (c) views on the rela-
ionship between environmental and human health, and (d) views
n the need for reliable electricity.
Heterogeneity among Navajo in values and beliefs.  Most partici-
ants see a deﬁnite lack of Diné teachings in Government policiesake decisions according to the values and interests of the Navajo
eople but rather the ﬁnancial interests of the energy companies or
oliticians. Furthermore, there is a perception that, in contrast to
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he Navajo people, the government values money above human and
nvironmental health. Many participants questioned the compe-
ence of public ofﬁcials, citing high levels of corruption, nepotism,
nd layers of bureaucracy:
“Those politics people or the people that are in the Tribal Ofﬁce,
they should use it right. If they think of us people out here –
they say it’s the Navajo peoples’ money, that’s what I hear, and
they say it belongs to the Navajo people – that’s what they say.
We  need the money but they don’t see it. I think they should
. . . spend the money wisely on the Navajo people, where the
people need the money most. Nowadays we don’t know who  to
trust” (Participant 14).
Many of participants believed this way of operating to be true
or energy companies (e.g., petroleum, mining and utilities) as well,
ith many blaming them for pollution, ill-health effects, and envi-
onmental damage. Not surprisingly, some participants, namely
hose employed in the energy industry, shared a more nuanced
iew of current energy development on the Navajo Nation. All
ited the lack of employment outside of the energy industry on
he Navajo Nation and a desire to remain close to family posing
 difﬁcult choice for them. Many recognized the signiﬁcant role
hat revenue from these operations has for the Navajo Nation for
overnment coffers, scholarship programs, and employment. Yet,
any, including those who were not aware of the revenue, worry
bout how these operations result in long-term environmental
mpacts that are not equivalent to the monetary gain:
“Well it’s great and all but I’ve worked in the coal mine and I
see what happens. And the stuff we are put inside – the carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, the resin, everything that we put into
that mining we’re putting it into the ground water. It goes past
us – we’re contaminating it so bad that people don’t even real-
ize it. We’re affecting the economy right there, we’re affecting
that. You gotta think – is our royalties going solve that? Are the
royalties going to ﬁx that?” (Participant 20).
These results suggest that there may  be differing views on
nergy development projects on the Nation, with those who
irectly beneﬁt from energy operations, such as through employ-
ent, having more favorable views than those who  beneﬁt only
ndirectly. Negative views from those who do not directly bene-
t may  improve if future energy projects have signiﬁcantly less
nvironmental impacts (e.g., water, land use, and pollution) and
re motivated by goals of using energy resources for the long-term
eneﬁt of the Navajo Nation. There appears to be meaningful com-
onality among participants in the concerns about employment
ptions and the environmental impacts of current energy develop-
ent on the Navajo Nation. In addition, participants do have similar
ttitudes in respect to Diné teachings about how the environment
hould be treated.
Greenberg [38] suggests that in order to maintain of trust deci-
ion makers by the public, economic beneﬁts to society need
o be a signiﬁcant part of decisions surrounding non-nuclear
ources of energy. In this particular case many of the participants
xpressed distrust of the decision makers and entities that oper-
ted projects despite the signiﬁcant revenue, employment, and
cholarship money provided by them. A single negative event with
egard to an energy system (e.g., a serious oil spill) can temporarily
ndermine public trust of energy decision makers and companies
38]. In the instance of the Navajo Nation there have been multiple
nstances of both nuclear and non-nuclear events that could in part
xplain the levels of distrust expressed by a majority of the partic-
pants. Examples of nuclear events and mismanagement include:
he Churchrock Mill Spill in 1979; thousands of abandoned ura-
ium mines and associated uranium contamination [22]; and the b Social Science 7 (2015) 1–11 7
isplacement of 10,000 Navajos from coal rich and sacred land on
he Black Mesa in 1974 [55]. Renewable sources of energy provide
n opportunity for a less-polluting and more sustainable experi-
nce with energy resource management, though the continuation
f past corruption and ineffective management practices could sour
he potential for their acceptance.
Views on relationship between intergenerational equity, sus-
ainability, and Hózhó–K’é. Many of the participants related the
mportance of preserving clean air, water and natural resources
o meeting the needs of future generations. This commonality
xtended across stakeholder groups that included coal miners, oil
nd gas workers, NGOs, and government ofﬁcials. Indeed, main-
aining resources for future generations is the “duty” of current
enerations. Moreover, natural resources are also inextricably tied
o Navajo culture and identity, and the preservation of culture
epends on the preservation of the environment. Expressing con-
ern about resource depletion, one person said:
“You don’t own  Mother Nature and you’ll never own  Mother
Nature because of the fact that you are only here for a tempo-
rary amount of time and you should do your best to maintain
it because there are other people who are going to come
into this world. So don’t be selﬁsh with what you have”
(Participant 6).
Participants also made frequent references to the earth and
ater as living, breathing beings, suggesting that they conceptu-
lize the environment through the lens of K’é – the interconnected
elationships between humans and the natural world [33]. Partici-
ants expressed cultural identity through a reciprocal relationship
hat they have with the land described by Hózhó [33]. In describing
ow the ethic of sustainable practices are established and main-
ained, one participant described the reciprocal relationship that a
erson should have with water:
“In those days way  back we used to go to a lake or somewhere to
take the cows or sheep to the lake for them to drink. My  grandpa
used to go there and put an offering [of corn pollen to the water]
there for the cattle to drink it. So that way there is more water
coming for the animals to drink. Everything that we use in life –
ﬁre, water, and air – he used to do that, put offerings to it. That’s
how it won’t hurt you back, he said. Some people nowadays they
probably don’t do that” (Participant 14).
Our participants expressed views on intergenerational envi-
onmental sustainability consistent with those of balance and
nterconnectedness described by Hózhó and K’é respectively
27,33]. Many southwestern tribes, including the Navajo, share a
elief that when they lose their land, their culture will end [17].
eno [17], an economist, argued that because extractive practices
isrupt ecosystems and thus traditional economies that rely on
hose ecosystems, intensive resource extraction is equivalent to
losing the land” and thus represents a loss of culture. As one per-
on said, “If we  don’t have a clean, stable environment, pretty much
y culture would be non-existent” (Participant 7).
Participants expressed concern about the impact of develop-
ent on the Nation, as well as its impacts on other communities
nd ecosystems. As one person stated:
“It is important that we have clean air, and that is why  we are
working so hard to eliminate coal power plants so that four cor-
ners can have cleaner air. Not only for us, but for our children,
grandchildren, not only for the Diné children but for all chil-
dren. We  all breathe the same air and we  all care about our next
generation” (Participant 16).
Participants were not opposed to energy development per se,
ut to the damage caused by speciﬁc types of development such as
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oal and uranium mining, and western worldviews of the earth’s
esources as economic commodities. One elected ofﬁcial said:
“Well to me,  the traditionalists’ view point, is that the environ-
ment and the natural, and cultural setting of the people needs
to be considered foremost and that development should follow
and be done in such a way that it is at least done in a way that
it doesn’t upset or interfere with the natural order of things too
much” (Participant 17).
These results suggest that energy development can occur on
he Nation but should proceed in a manner consistent with and
ithin the boundaries of Navajo cultural values [29,35,39]. Renew-
ble energy resources were seen as more favorable to stakeholders,
et they do not fully address the cultural concerns of maintaining
and. Long-term environmental impacts of development and con-
ern for the ability of future generations to live and use land long
fter a project has been retired directly tie into the cultural “duty”
f maintaining the environment. One coal miner described the
mportance of considering the long-term implications of renew-
ble energy development both on the Navajo Nation and other
ommunities:
“If you break a solar panel, and just leave it, there are a lot of
things in that panel that are considered hazardous. You got to
ask yourself, what were the guidelines in building that panel?
What was needed to make it? In the long run it’s a good resource,
but how much waste is it going to produce? You would need a
lot of natural resources for all those panels to energize a whole
town. You got to think, do you have enough resources to build
all those. They’re man-made; you got to think about where they
come from and who[m] they’re affecting” (Participant 20).
Consistent with these results, for most participants, concerns
bout the environment and water resources were more signiﬁcant
han the employment and revenue that could result from a project
Table 2). Employment and revenue was seen as important, but
id not resonate with everyone. For some, these goals may  actu-
lly conﬂict with cultural values of maintaining the land and water
esources for generations to come: “Do we want to destroy the
and, the air, the water, and everything because we want jobs?
e want these big companies?” (Participant 19), and may  be per-
eived as selﬁsh of the current generation, “. . .you are only here
or a temporary amount of time and you should do your best to
aintain it because there are other people who are going to come
nto this world. So don’t be selﬁsh with what you have” (Participant
).
Furthermore, the idea that energy development is good for the
conomy may  not resonate with those whose livelihoods depend
n livestock, agriculture, or medicinal practices. Land and water
sed for or contaminated by energy development could displace
eople from existing economies through reduced access to grazing
ands and medicinal herb gathering areas or reduced water ﬂows
hat support ecosystems. One medicine woman explained how
rilling has reduced land access and contamination has affected
he quality of the herbs: “like when we go out to gather our herbs,
hey have all those oil companies that are drilling. And the con-
amination of whatever they are drilling up. Every place we went
hey are like blocking things off to where you don’t have access to
hings out there anymore. We  see a lot of that. And then even the
aste and the smell of the herbs, it changes all that too” (Participant
3). Similarly, one person mentioned how contamination of water
esources has affected livestock saying, “I remember we  used to
o out and herd sheep, and when we did, there used to be proba-
ly ﬁve different places where you could get fresh well water and
hatnot, and now those wells are all contaminated with all sorts
f chemicals” (Participant 10).
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Decentralized approaches, as opposed to large-scale projects,
o energy development, focusing on providing energy for groups
f households or communities could receive more support from
takeholders. Such an approach could allow for stakeholders in
he community, who are more knowledgeable about the environ-
ent, to beneﬁt more directly from a project and thus provide more
eaningful contributions in the siting of a project. In addition, such
pproaches could also foster values of self-sufﬁciency.
Cultural identity and human health framed by relationship with
he environment: All individuals expressed concern about the nega-
ive effects of energy development on the environment and human
ealth. Many mentioned respiratory illnesses (e.g., asthma, dif-
culty breathing, and lung cancer) they believe to be caused by
earby coal power plants, petroleum operations, and prior uranium
ining. Some expressed the belief that air and water pollution were
igniﬁcant drivers of increased diabetes and the need for kidney
ialysis on the Navajo Nation. Many used symbolism to explain the
elationship between environmental and human health through
he lens of Diné cultural teachings. As one person said, “I have heard
ome of my  patients talk about how the land has been desecrated
nd how that is the reason why  we  are getting sick. Mother Earth
as been cut open and a lot of her heart, like the coal, they say that
as been removed. And damming up the rivers, that’s why  we have
igh blood pressure, because the water doesn’t ﬂow the way  it is
upposed to be. It’s all because of these things” (Participant 19).
Participants also spoke of the role that traditional ceremonies,
rayers, and tending to land and water play in maintaining a bal-
nced relationship between humans and the environment (Hózhó).
s one person said, “if we  don’t provide the necessary offering of
rayers and songs, then it’s not going to continue to be there for
s” (Participant 7). Participants also raised the concern that all peo-
le, not just Navajo, no longer hold the environment sacred: “We
ake everything for granted now, nobody knows, they think when
t rains it’s just rain. The same way with the air that we  breathe”
Participant 20). Participants mentioned that the behaviors that
eﬂect a disconnect with nature have had very real repercussions
or human health:
“The earth, the sky, the air, the water, all this environment is
given to us. The creator put it in our care, to use it, to take care of
it. And what are we  doing with it? We  are messing it up. We  are
digging it up. We  are making trash, we are polluting everything
else. And it’s back-ﬁring on us. That’s why  we’re having health
problems. The old folks, my father was a medicine man, he used
to say that in the long run whatever you do will eventually catch
up with you” (Participant 15).
These results suggest that participants use the “cost” of past
nergy development (e.g., pollution and contamination and health
mpacts from coal and uranium mining) as an anchor for how they
hink about future development and new technology. Some par-
icipants also interpret the costs of energy development within the
ontext of culturally informed perspectives of human relationships
o the environment. Concern was  expressed about the manner in
hich society as a whole valued the environment and how this val-
ation led to signiﬁcantly more damage to the ecosystem, which
onsequently had a signiﬁcant impact on human health: “in the
ong run whatever you do will eventually catch up with you” (Par-
icipant 15). From the interviews, we see that these perspectives
an inform a longer-term outlook of energy development on future
enerations.
Views on access to electricity.  Many participants reported that
hey or someone they know lived without electricity at some point
uring their life either by choice or by circumstance. Somewhat
urprisingly, most of these participants suggest that while electric-
ty is a convenience, it is not a necessity. One person said, “we need
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unning water, electricity, to be comfortable. But in the end when
ou look back on it, more people have lived this lifetime proba-
ly without electricity and running water” (Participant 10). Formal
eports ﬁnd that nearly one-third of Navajo households, or about
6,000 families, do not have electricity (representing three quar-
ers of households in the U.S. without access to electricity). These
omes have not been electriﬁed for a number of reasons, includ-
ng geographic isolation, economic barriers, and political and legal
ssues [54]. One participant, having recently obtained electricity,
xplained the reasoning behind her family’s decision to live with-
ut electricity for many years:
“With my  mom  and my  dad, they always talked about how
they grew up and, you know, how they got water, and they
didn’t have electricity and stuff. They wanted to give that same
teaching to us so that we would understand and have more
appreciation for the earth and, not just the earth itself, but
everything like animals” (Participant 12).
Participants, while expressing some concern about impacts on
razing lands, saw land used for renewable resources as being
cceptable for the purpose of supporting electriﬁcation efforts.
hese attitudes reﬂect how some participants are willing to nego-
iate the tradeoffs being made when balancing cultural values and
echnological beneﬁts that allow for electriﬁcation.1
. Conclusions
At hand is an opportunity for a type of energy development that
oves the Navajo Nation toward a more socially and environmen-
ally sustainable path. Successful energy resource management
ill depend upon the extent to which Navajo culture and val-
es can be integrated with advances in energy technology in a
articipatory process that is well informed by both. Technical mod-
ling efforts can be a useful step in assessing the direction of
hese different pathways, though without proper incorporation of
ocial and cultural aspects they can fail to be effective and rep-
esentative [1]. Cultural values are signiﬁcant and drive people’s
references about energy resource management decisions and
nergy use. Understanding these values prior to developing tech-
ical models can provide useful insights into their development,
uch as exclusions of certain technologies, emphasis on certain
nvironmental impacts, and the necessary timeframes needed to
nderstand intergenerational impacts. Likewise, this knowledge
an provide a clearer understanding of the reasons for individual
nergy use patterns and factors that otherwise would not be fully
aptured by information such as demographic data [2,3].
Modeling exercises in this context should connect the implica-
ions of energy development and subsequent impacts on cultural
nd environmental resources now and for multiple generations
n the future (e.g., hundreds of years into the future). For exam-
le, connecting water use and land transformation to impacts on
acred sites and medicinal herbs may  be helpful in addressing
oncerns about the environment and impacts on future gen-
rations expressed by the participants. A signiﬁcant challenge
o this approach is the increasing degree of uncertainty that is
ntroduced by assessing large timescales within these techni-
al models. Despite this challenge, it is important to attempt to
odel, either qualitatively or quantitatively, the range of poten-
ial impacts over these timeframes (e.g., 100–200 years). Including
1 Adoption of electricity in the rural United States, through the Rural Electri-
cation Act of the 1930s, faced various degrees of “transformative resistance”.
onsequently electricity did not completely transform rural America instead it was
dapted and integrated to rural culture creating a new form of life [40].
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hese timeframes within technical models will ensure that cultural
erspectives on environmental impacts are maintained despite the
hallenges they pose to convenience and accuracy of the analysis.
nsuring that these cultural norms are included within technical
ecision tools could also have meaningful implications for efforts
o reduce energy consumption or adopt renewable energy as indi-
iduals could feel morally obliged to do so even if it is more costly
r involves tradeoffs such as intermittency [56].
In this study the views toward variability and costs of spe-
iﬁc energy technologies were not explicitly considered, although
 number of participants expressed the view of electricity as a
uxury. This, combined with cultural values that emphasize envi-
onmental protection and spiritual connections with land, suggest
hat variability in sunlight or wind resources may not be seen as
igniﬁcant an inconvenience to some Navajo citizens as might be
he case in other parts of the U.S. The perception of electricity as
 luxury instead of a necessity deserves further research so as to
etter understand the trade-offs Navajos may  be willing to accept.
etermining whether and how this view might shift among those
hat are serviced by a more reliable electricity supply will also be
mportant in this analysis [41]. A greater tolerance for intermit-
ency could, however, result in softer constraints placed on meeting
ertain types of electrical demands within technical models.
Our ﬁndings suggest that energy development that mini-
izes land transformation and water consumption might be an
specially fruitful option for energy resource management on
he Navajo Nation. Certain spiritual relationships with the land
ust be maintained in order to maintain a larger balance in
he Earth’s ecosystem. For example, the production and use of
ome energy resources do not coincide with these beliefs (e.g.,
oal and uranium). Although people expressed positive opinions
bout renewable energy, any such development resulting in dra-
atic transformations or degradation (e.g., large windmill farms
r arrays of solar collectors) may  reduce support for renewables.
istributed, small-scale systems could be a way forward by pro-
iding clean energy with minimal land impacts. The implications
f this are that the Navajo public may  be receptive to renewable
nd/or decentralized electricity generation, especially if it is con-
ected in a meaningful way  to cultural values. Furthermore, if the
avajo government is interested in increasing electriﬁcation, they
hould consider how various electricity generating technologies,
oth grid connected and decentralized, could be appropriately inte-
rated into the Navajo way of life. Neglecting these considerations
ould increase both passive and active resistance of communities
o both new energy development and the expansion of electricity
upply.
We found participants to be relatively well informed about past
nergy resource management decisions and not opposed to future
evelopment per se. Rather, they were frustrated with the envi-
onmental impacts that large-scale developments of coal, uranium,
nd petroleum resources have had on the Navajo Nation. Despite
igh unemployment and the need for revenue, people’s concerns
bout the environment were not allayed by the potential of eco-
omic gain from developing the Nation’s energy resources. Indeed,
ome saw this type of development as “selﬁsh” because it would
eave a legacy of environmental degradation to be borne by future
enerations in exchange for uncertain short-term economic bene-
ts. Developing technical decision tools that focus on employment
nd revenue could further erode trust and credibility of the Navajo
ation government and entities pursuing energy development.
This study has a number of limitations including its small sam-le size from one Agency within the Navajo Nation. This constraint
oes not allow us to generalize our ﬁndings to the rest of the
avajo Nation. This study was geographically limited due to restric-
ions from the Navajo Nation Health Research Review Board, which
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equires local Navajo Agencies to pass a resolution of support
or any ﬁeldwork in their jurisdiction. The small sample size is
eﬂective of the difﬁcultly of conducting human subject research
ork in indigenous communities, as detailed in Brugge and Mis-
aghian [42]. As a result of this constraint participants came from
ne Agency region of the Navajo Nation where signiﬁcant energy
esource development is located and consequently the views of
articipants living in regions without energy development may
ot be represented in the present study. Despite the difﬁculties of
onducting interviews on the Navajo Nation, these challenges will
ikely be lessened in the future as tribal universities on the Navajo
ation (in particular, Diné College and Navajo Technical University)
re in the process of implementing institutional research review
oards to circumvent intensive tribal research review processes
or non-health related human subject research. Further, while we
eployed our interview protocol in this limited area, it could fur-
her be used as a tool to understand stakeholder values in a process
f participatory energy development across the Navajo Nation and
n other communities.
From this research and the broader survey it will inform, we
ill develop an interactive analytical decision support tool for
nergy policy on the Navajo Nation. This tool will contextualize out-
omes of energy resource development in terms of their energy and
conomic beneﬁts, environmental impacts, and consequences for
ultural resources. We  will assess how the inclusion of cultural out-
omes inﬂuence Navajo stakeholders’ knowledge and preferences
n support of decisions related to energy resources management.
he methods and insights provided should be of substantial beneﬁt
o those building energy decision-support tools that must con-
ider the full range outcomes that stakeholders value and wish to
nhance and protect.
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